Jared Wilson began his adventure into European-American Studies back when he was in high school. From the onset, he decided to journey to Europe for education multiple times in the coming years. When he was seventeen and beginning to learn the German language, an opportunity presented to Wilson allowed him to participate in the German American Partnership Program and travel to Germany for a month before his senior year of high school. After becoming enamored with the history of Europe and his appreciation for the German language that fateful summer, he proceeded on to combine the two and further his education at the University of Arkansas with a double major in History and German Studies. While studying during his time at Arkansas, he was also selected to study in Graz, Austria at Karl-Franzens University for a semester in 2014.

Upon graduation at the University of Arkansas in the summer of 2015, Wilson enrolled in the European-American Studies Master’s program at the University of Regensburg to further his study interests with an emphasis on Cultural Studies and Historical Interactions between the two continents.

Jared looks forward to completing his degree with a goal of working in Germany and the United States at different times throughout his career. His interests include traveling, reading, writing, video games, movies, and whatever he is currently researching and studying.